
 
Monday 19th April 2021     

Pilot Path announces UK expansion and new partnership with 

LAC Flying School.    

Pilot Path UK and LAC work together to open doors to the aviation 

industry for future commercial airline pilots in the United Kingdom. 

Pilot Path UK and LAC have today announced the launch of a 

partnership which will provide Pilot Path students in the UK with the 

opportunity to complete their PPL and Hour Building in Manchester, 

England. Located at City Airport (Manchester Barton), LAC strive to offer quality flight training with 

the student at the heart of each program.  

Pilot Path are a flight training coordination service headquartered in Dublin, Ireland and bring together 

various Approved and Declared Training Organisations to deliver all aspects of the necessary training 

for commercial flying. Pilot Path offer an alternative managed modular training route offering the 

opportunity for those wishing to pursue a career as a commercial airline pilot the opportunity 

complete their flight training in a high-quality manner with unnecessary frills removed to ensure the 

most cost-efficient route to flight training.     

The Pilot Path management team encompasses aviation experts with proven experience in global 

airlines and a financial team specialising in credit control within Ireland, UK and Europe. All Pilot Path 

training programs are overseen directly by commercial pilot mentors in Ireland and the UK meaning 

students can be confident in their flight training journey.    

Commenting on the announcement, Pilot Path Operations Director, Christopher Curtis said:     

“We are delighted to announce our UK expansion and subsequent partnership with LAC which will help 

establish even further links between the numerous high-quality flight training schools and institutions 

in Ireland, Europe, USA and now the United Kingdom through Pilot Path. LAC will open the doors to 

prospective students across the greater Manchester area and allow the opportunity to train under pilot 

path’s managed modular, and cost-efficient model all while under the tutelage of our commercial 

mentor pilots. We are so proud to have LAC as one of our first UK partner schools and are confident 

they will add to our vision at Pilot Path of making flight training accessible to all and allowing those 

from all different backgrounds to realise and pursue their dreams and potential of becoming a 

commercial airline pilot”     

On behalf of LAC, Kate Reid, LAC Director said:     

“We are very much looking forward to welcoming Pilot Path students to LAC as they embark on their 
first steps to becoming commercial airline pilots. At LAC, we are an enthusiastic team who always 
embrace the prospect of working with others to help benefit students and ensure they have everything 
they need to succeed. Pilot Path covers an area where students previously had little guidance and 
together, we are passionate about flight training and pride ourselves on achieving the highest 
standards. We aim to cater for everyone’s needs, whether it be a new hobby or the start of a flying 
career, you will know you are in safe hands with LAC and Pilot Path.”  
 
Pilot Path training programs are available to view at https://pilotpath.ie/training-packages     
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